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What Retailers Need to Know About Apple Pay

Kelsey Lindsey, Retail Dive, September 15, 2014

Clash of the Titans: Wal-Mart Rejects Apple Pay to Pursue a Competing Mobile Payment System


Use with Chapter 6, “Financial Strategy,” and Chapter 16, “Managing the Store”

Every new introduction by Apple attracts widespread attention. But when the tech giant introduced Apple Pay, the potential implications might not have been completely clear to the techies and consumers who love to hear what the innovator is doing next. According to some observers, Apple Pay and its competitors have the potential to reconstruct the retail landscape—or to fade away as just another fad that few people found sufficiently appealing.

Apple Pay is unique among mobile payment systems in several ways. It relies on near-field communications (NFC) technology, such that a chip in smartphones sends a signal to a receiver maintained by the retailer. Consumers pay for their purchases by unlocking their iPhones with their fingerprint. The payment system is linked to the customer’s credit card, but no account information gets sent to the retailer; instead, each transaction takes a specific transaction code for the retailer, which Apple Pay completes by using the credit card information stored in a secure element that is inherent to the phone’s system. That is, no one ever holds the customer’s payment information other than the bank that issues the credit card used.

Other mobile payment options, such as CurrentC, instead function through an app, such that they work with any smartphone, not just the iPhone 6, and do not require an NFC sensor. Instead, retailers scan a QR code generated by the app to complete the transaction. CurrentC also does not link to users’ credit cards but instead takes the money directly out of a bank account. With this method, retailers no longer need to pay the swipe fees charged by credit card companies for the convenience.

Perhaps not surprisingly, the major credit card companies have lined up behind Apple Pay, as have prominent retailers such as Macy’s, McDonald’s, Whole Foods, and Sephora. It is thus available at more than 200,000 retailers. Yet the stores that have not adopted Apple Pay might be even more pertinent, because they include Walmart and Best Buy. These retailers have announced that they will not be adding NFC sensors to their stores, even as credit card companies increasingly are mandating that all new credit card readers include this technology.

A showdown thus appears to be brewing: on one side, a partnership among one of the most popular brands in the world, all the major credit card companies, and many huge banks; on the other side, the world’s largest retailer and the habits of shoppers who already use their credit cards at some 9 million retailers.

The resolution to the showdown ultimately depends on consumers’ preferences. The various mobile payment systems promise to solve a pressing consumer need, in that they offer greater security. Because they do not involve any transmission of the consumer’s credit card information to the retailer, the chances of a data breach decrease
significantly. At the same time, these systems require consumers to link the mobile provider to their payment information, so they might just move the location for the potential data breach. Moreover, the question remains if shoppers really find it more convenient to pull out their phones to be scanned or to swipe with their finger, rather than handing over their credit card. Previous options such as Google Wallet and PayPal at the register have not met with great success.

**Discussion Questions:**

What are the advantages and disadvantages of Apple Pay from retailers’ perspective? From consumers’ perspective?

For retailers, Apple Pay offers another payment option that might allow them to appeal to customers. With this system, the retailer does not have to worry about storing any payment information, so it avoids some security costs, as well as the threat to its reputation created by security breaches. Yet Apple Pay still is linked to credit card companies, so it does not allow the retailers to avoid—and might even increase—the fees they must pay to credit card firms for each transaction. For consumers, Apple Pay is innovative and convenient, resonating with the image that Apple fans embrace. Furthermore, it promises greater security, because their payment is never stored anywhere. However, if consumers do not find it particularly convenient or distrust the concept of NFC, the benefits of Apple Pay are unlikely to sway them sufficiently to adopt it widely.
The fast fashion market is dominated by retailers that originated outside the United States, and its continued growth appears likely to be similarly international in flavor, as the U.K. chain Primark readies to introduce its extreme low price model in North America.

In some ways, Primark mimics the tactics of its well-known competitors Zara and H&M: It moves new fashions quickly into stores, maintains an extremely efficient supply chain, and presents its offerings in funky storefronts. But some of its policies also set Primark apart from other fast fashion firms.

In particular, it steadily refuses to open an online channel. Claiming that its cost orientation means it cannot support frequent returns by mail and shipping costs, Primark asserts that it will always remain exclusively a brick-and-mortar retailer. Accordingly, it invests more in its physical locations than most fast fashion chains—selecting prime locations, building huge interiors with sophisticated designs, and moving quickly into vacant stores in high traffic malls. For its entry into the United States for example, it is taking over multiple closed Sears and Filene’s locations and performing massive renovations to get the spaces appealing to shoppers.

In addition, Primark’s prices tend to run even lower than those of its low price competitors. The company insists that its pricing policies stem from its stringent supply chain efficiencies, though some critics suggest that it takes unfair and unethical advantage of inexpensive labor in less developed nations.

Another challenge for Primark is its relatively poor name recognition outside the United Kingdom. It hopes that the young fast fashion shoppers who stumble upon its stores will quickly spread the word about it through social media. If they get a good enough deal, such customers might not be able to help themselves, even if they cannot shop through an online channel.

**Discussion Questions:**

1. **What is Primark’s retail strategy: its target market(s), retail format, and bases for sustainable competitive advantage?**

   *Primark is targeting fast fashion shoppers, who tend to be young and trendy. However, it will not open an online channel, even though it hopes shoppers talk about it in social media. Its competitive advantage stems mostly from its low price position, which is sustainable only if others cannot copy its efficient supply chain.*

2. **Who are Primark’s primary competitors in the United States?**

   *The primary competitors are Zara and H&M, as well as other low cost retailers, such as Kohl’s or Target.*
Do you believe it will have a successful entry into the United States? Why or why not?

*Primark appears confident in its ability to expand throughout the United States, and other fast fashion retailers have succeeded in this market. It thus should be likely to succeed, especially if its prices are lower than others'. However, if it cannot maintain its supply chain advantage, it might not ultimately win out, and its refusal to open an online channel might frustrate U.S. shoppers, especially if they do not live near a Primark retail location.*
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When considering the design of two new stores for her eponymous brand, in New York and San Francisco, Rebecca Minkoff thought carefully about her own shopping experience. One of the most annoying points, she noted, occurred in dressing rooms. Shoppers take a particular size or color or combination of clothing into the fitting room, then find that it isn’t quite right. Then they have a couple of options: They can get redressed in their own clothing, gather all their belongings, and venture back into the store to find the right size, color, or combination, or they can stick their heads out of the door and hope a salesclerk is nearby.

To avoid that irritating moment, the new stores rely heavily on in-store technology. To start, instead of wandering the racks, customers can visit a touch screen on the sales floor to browse the inventory and select items they want to try. A sales clerk gathers all the items, then texts the customer when the fitting room is ready. Then, in the fitting rooms themselves, another touch screen allows the shopper to request additional items or sizes or simply ask for assistance. Instead of wandering the store half dressed or worrying about leaving their purse unattended in the dressing room, they can simply summon a salesclerk to bring them the variants of clothing that they need.

Once they have made their selections, these shoppers also don’t have to seek out the checkout desk. Instead, the sales clerks, armed with mobile devices, can complete the transaction from anywhere in the store. Or if the shopper wants to think about the purchase a little more, the system can send the pertinent RFID information for the selected items to the customer’s phone, allowing him or her to purchase it online later.

The high-tech systems came about through a collaboration with eBay, which maintains a retail innovation branch, separate from its more famous online auction site. The retail innovation department developed the Rebecca Minkoff store technology expressly for the brand’s dedicated shoppers: mostly women in their 20s and 30s who are social media savvy and happy to spend around $325 for a designer handbag—and who hate the idea of running around a store in their socks to find the right size.

Discussion Questions:

What new technology appears in the new Minkoff stores?

The in-store touch screens are advanced in their capabilities and connections. They allow shoppers to shop in virtually any way they want, with relatively little friction.

Is this technology adaptable to other retail formats? If so, which ones?

High-end clothing retailers likely can all benefit from such technology. It makes it easier for customers, who are willing to spend a lot of money, to find exactly what they want without getting frustrated. However, it might be too expensive for low price retailers, and it might be less effective for retailers in other product markets, such as hardware or furniture.
Would this technology improve your in-store experience?

Absolutely! I would love to be able to get my shopping done more quickly and conveniently. Not really—I like digging through the racks to find just the item I want. If I wanted to use a touch screen to shop, I’d just shop on my tablet.
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BACK
For its first national branding campaign ever, Whole Foods has two primary objectives: redefine the notion of value, and make sure customers understand how and why the grocer provides it to them. Whole Foods’ dwindling sales numbers and decreased earnings might suggest the need to lower prices, so that consumers consider it more valuable. But Whole Foods rejects that notion, arguing instead that value means far more than prices. And it has several ideas in mind to prove that it is right.

To start, it has introduced a new Responsibly Grown rating program, which identifies all fresh produce and flowers according to their environmental impact. The program is stringent in its demands. When vendors exert minor environmental impacts, they are rated good; those producers that go further, such as minimizing wasteful plastic usage or ensuring conservation areas for bees, earn a ranking of better. The producers identified as the best address a vast range of responsibility initiatives, from working conditions for farmers to conservation efforts to clean energy to renewable resources and so on. For example, one criterion asks farmers how many earthworms live in the soil on their farms.

This produce-oriented initiative follows Whole Foods’ existing efforts, such as its eco-scale applied to cleaning products and separate programs to determine the sustainability and responsibility associated with animal and fish products. Furthermore, by 2018, it plans to introduce labels that indicate whether any particular food item contains any genetically modified ingredients.

In parallel with these new initiatives, Whole Foods has developed a revised advertising campaign, with a prominent tagline that reminds shoppers that “Values matter.” The commercials emphasize that by shopping at Whole Foods, consumers can be confident that their food has been sourced responsibly and fairly. For example, any beef purchased in the stores has been raised by responsible ranchers who give the cows “room to roam.”

By promoting the idea that “value is inseparable from values,” Whole Foods seeks to remind shoppers of all that it provides, in exchange for a somewhat higher price point. In particular, it promises that they can make their food choices confidently, buoyed by a range of information that Whole Foods will make available to them at all times.

Discussion Questions:

Are Whole Foods’ new promotion and product rating strategies consistent with its corporate mission of providing value to customers?
The answer depends on the consumer. For some people, knowing that food has been sustainably sourced or is free of GMOs is so important that they place very high value on it. But other consumers may be less interested in such questions. If they do not care about the provision of this information, then offering it is not valuable for this segment of consumers.

Is Whole Foods’ value mission consistent with its pricing strategy?

By focusing on aspects other than low prices, Whole Foods’ value mission effectively sets the stage for its pricing strategy, which is often not focused on offering the lowest prices.
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Why CAbi and Other Direct Sales Apparel Labels Are Ringing Up Sales

Cristina Binkley, The Wall Street Journal, June 4, 2014

Use with Chapter 2, “Types of Retailers”

When shoppers are pressed for time, they need help getting their purchases made. The conventional wisdom suggests that they want convenient access, such as online channels that enable them to buy clothing and household décor in a free moment, after they have gotten the children to bed or before they leave for work in the morning. But another sales model takes a different approach. With direct sales, shoppers need to carve out time to visit someone’s home, listen to a pitch, place their orders in person with a sales rep, and then wait weeks for their orders to arrive. This model may seem more inefficient, yet it is growing substantially. The reason may be that it serves a dual purpose.

For modern consumers, with too many demands on their time, the first thing they cut out is frequent socializing. If they need to get laundry done, they don’t meet friends for dinner. With direct sales, consumers can socialize while shopping, killing two birds with one stone and having a great time while doing it.

The CAbi line offers women’s clothing and accessories; various other direct sellers also offer meals, kitchen gadgets, jewelry, candles, makeup, and so forth. The structure of the supply chain is similar, in that the salespeople earn by hosting parties. They take a percentage of the sales made; at CAbi for example, a host earns 33 percent of the total sales made at a party. In addition, top sellers often recruit hosts who work for them, from which they earn an additional, smaller percentage of revenues.

For CAbi, the target market is working women, between 30 and 65 years of age, who are happy to pay a little more for a “girlfriend experience.” The shopping experience is not only social and fun, but it also helps reduce their sense of risk. If a dress just doesn’t look right, the friends at the party are right there to tell her not to buy.

Discussion Questions:

What is CAbi’s retailing strategy?
CAbi uses a direct sales approach, such that its representatives host parties and visit people’s homes with a selection of inventory, then take orders.

Why is CAbi, and similar retailers, succeeding right now?
These direct selling channels give consumers a good reason to socialize and take a break from their daily routine, while also helping them refresh their wardrobes or complete their gift shopping. In this sense, they offer both functional and hedonic benefits.

What makes this approach so different from that of other modern retailers selling to the same target market?
Many retailers seek to make the buying process more efficient and quicker. Direct selling is comparatively inefficient and slow, and it focuses on making the shopping event into a social gathering. By coming into people’s homes, the direct selling representatives act more like close acquaintances than like salespeople, giving a group of friends a chance to gather together and have fun for an evening.

BACK
How Appealing to Women Has Helped the Home Depot

James M. Kerr, ManagementIssues.com, October 3, 2014

Use with Chapter 5, “Retail Market Strategy,” and Chapter 18, “Customer Service”

With the growing recognition that approximately two-thirds of the decisions about home improvements are made by women, Home Depot has initiated what some observers call an “about-face” in its effort to appeal more effectively to female consumers, as well as compete better with its main rival, Lowe’s. This radical change in direction consists of several key initiatives.

First, Home Depot is renovating its stores. Once the aisles purposefully embraced a sort of construction site feel, with wheeled pallets and jumbled displays of nuts and bolts. But new renovations will start with better lighting and cleaner product displays. In addition, greeters at the entrance will now be posted to help people find what they need.

Second, the greeters are not the only nod to improving customer service. Devices mounted in stores will enable shoppers to check prices or find particular items, without having to seek out an employee. At the same time, Home Depot is providing more training to employees, encouraging them to provide better and more effective assistance to those shoppers who might be less familiar with hardware and home improvement projects.

Third, new product lines feature familiar names such as Martha Stewart and expand the inventory mix to include more décor and convenience items for the household. The idea is that a trip to Home Depot can be a family event, because it carries items for parents of either gender, as well as small projects for kids.

Fourth, if shoppers want to install their new purchases on their own, Home Depot offers do-it-yourself workshops in stores, as well as online video tutorials. If they want to have the product installed by professionals, Home Depot provides a list of qualified, rated subcontractors available for the work. Thus the retailer is hoping to become the source for all its customers’ home improvement needs, from the smallest project to the largest remodeling.

Discussion Questions

What is Home Depot doing to appeal more to female consumers?

Rather than maintain its image as a rough-and-tumble hangout for professional contractors, Home Depot is seeking to make its stores more appealing to the whole family, including women who need supplies for their home improvement projects. In addition to cleaning up and adding lights to stores, it is working to improve the customer service that is readily available in stores.
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BACK
CVS Plays Hardball with Rival Drug Chains


Use with Chapter 5, “Retail Market Strategy”

In these abstracts, we have been following closely the decision by the national drug store chain CVS to phase out all sales of tobacco products and rebrand itself as CVS Health, a broad-based provider of health care services. A key piece of the provider network puzzle fit in when CVS purchased Caremark, a pharmacy benefits operator. Now, through Caremark, CVS Health is encouraging customers to patronize only pharmacies that refuse to sell tobacco (such as CVS outlets), by offering discounted copayment charges for prescriptions medications obtained through those stores.

Specifically, for people enrolled in Caremark pharmacy plans, the copayments for prescriptions obtained a non-tobacco outlets can be up to $15 less than the same purchases made through drug stores that also sell tobacco. Obviously, CVS stores are among the former group, as are some independent chains and Target. However, buying medications from competitors such as Walgreens and Rite Aid, which continue to sell tobacco, would leave consumers with a higher bill.

The city of Philadelphia already has embraced the tobacco-free network offered through CVS Health, noting that its goal is to encourage its employees to end their tobacco use anyway. Other actors are a little less enthusiastic, including local drugstores that claim they cannot effectively communicate whether they carry tobacco or not, so customers are unlikely to visit them, even if they would not be subject to the $15 premium.

In addition, some suggest the move limits competition. By making it substantially more expensive for consumers to obtain their prescriptions from other chains, the Caremark division grants its affiliated CVS retail arm a powerful advantage. Although CVS’s purchase of Caremark prompted a review by the Federal Trade Commission, for fear that it was anti-competitive, the merger was allowed, and CVS Health has not been affected.

Discussion Questions

Besides its decision to stop selling tobacco products in its stores, what is CVS Health doing to dissuade people from smoking?

_CVS Health makes it more expensive for shoppers to get their prescriptions from stores that sell tobacco, which could reduce smoking rates by making it less convenient for people to purchase cigarettes or chewing tobacco at the same time they go out to pick up their medications._

How does this decision affect its competitors?

_The decision has the potential to reduce competitors’ business, because if people can save $15 per prescription, just by going to CVS instead of Walgreens, they are likely to do so._

Is this decision anti-competitive and therefore subject to antitrust considerations?

_If it isn’t anti-competitive, it certainly comes close. CVS Health controls both the prescription drug plan and the retail outlets that provide those drugs, so essentially, it can force people to use its pharmacies. However, it uses the rationale of trying to benefit society, by improve people’s health, which may help protect it from antitrust actions._

BACK
Retailers’ Lines Blur on Outlet Stores


Use with Chapter 2, “Types of Retailers” and Chapter 7, “Retail Locations”

The very notion of an outlet store has changed. Once, they were distant outposts where high-end retailers could send overruns, flawed items, and end-of-season leftovers. Today, these appealing alternatives show up in popular shopping locations, with dedicated apparel filling their shelves. The reasons for the shift are many, but the risks might be just as numerous.

Traditionally, high-end retailers stringently avoided locating their outlet stores anywhere near their full price operations, seeking to avoid any contamination, cannibalization, or cross-over. But with the expansion of outlet malls, customers grew more accustomed to having outlet options readily available. These outlets also have been moving steadily closer to urban centers, such that 70 percent of those that opened in 2013 were in metropolitan areas populated by at least 1 million shoppers.

Retailers embrace the channel because of their constant need to shore up their revenue streams and continue to grow. Thus Saks maintains about 75 of its Off Fifth outlet stores, nearly twice the number of traditional stores it operates.

Yet the risk to these retailers is clear: If shoppers can choose easily between an outlet and a full-price store, both carrying similar merchandise, they seem likely to prefer the lower cost option. The high-end accessories brand Coach is testing this prediction. After suffering some substantial sales declines, potentially because it opened outlets in close proximity to its traditional stores, the retailer is planning a real-world experiment. It will close two of its outlets next year, then measure whether the shoppers switch to another nearby outlet or to the proximal full-price retail sites. Thus, “we’re going to be able to measure … will the consumer shift to another Coach channel, can we influence her or guide her to shift through targeted and strategic communication?” as Coach’s president of North American retail explained.

The outcome of this experiment will likely be of great interest to a lot of retailers. Coach predicts that only about 10 percent of its customers shop in both outlets and full-price stores. Similarly, Saks and Nordstrom assert that the people who visit Off Fifth or Nordstrom Rack are not the same shoppers who make a trip to their high-end retail locations. Instead, Nordstrom believes that expanding its outlets offers a benefit, in that its data show that consumers get introduced to the brand through the outlet, then move up to the full-service options over time.

In contrast, the CEO of Victoria’s Secret insists that outlets are a dangerous and slippery slope. Once customers lose their sense that a brand is prestigious and worth the high price—that is, once they think they can get basically the same things in an outlet—the damage to its reputation may be irreversible.

Discussion Questions:

Why are some retailers placing their outlet stores in close proximity to their main stores?

These retailers assert that the proximity actually increases their competitiveness. They can attract different segments of consumers with their diverse offerings, all located in convenient locations.
What are the potential risks of this outlet strategy? What are the potential rewards?

If crossover between outlet and full-price shoppers is minimal, the retailers gain access to new markets of customers and can grow and increase their revenues effectively. However, if too many customers switch from the full-price to the outlet channels, the stores will lose profits.

Explain, from a branding and market segmentation strategy, what a retailer must accomplish with its target market(s) to prevent cannibalization of sales at its flagship stores from outlets.

Although there is a strong possibility of cannibalization, cannibalization isn’t always bad, and even is very prevalent in different retailing situations. For example, Starbucks locates stores in close proximity all the time. Economic theory says that as long as the profit earned from the combined stores is greater than it would have been with one store, more stores should be opened. Having outlet stores near full-priced stores also is similar to taking markdowns, from a market segmentation perspective. Full-price stores attract less price sensitive customers; outlets attract more price sensitive ones. This phenomenon is no different than the case in which stores attract a less price sensitive segment when their merchandise is not on sale, then a more price sensitive group when it is. One way to differentiate the outlets from full-price stores is to carry a slightly different stock selection. But retailers must be careful to not offer merchandise that is of significantly lower quality in their outlet stores, because it still features the same brand as the full-priced stores, such that it could have a negative impact on the brand if the quality is poor.
Does P&G Need Retailers Anymore?

Andrew Elliot, Retail Wire, November 3, 2014

Use with Chapter 5, “Retail Market Strategy, and Chapter 13, “Buying Merchandise”

According to Alex Tosolini, the senior vice president of global eBusiness at Procter & Gamble (P&G), “Our job is not to change consumer behavior. Our job is to follow consumers’ behavior and be present with our brands.” It’s an effective summary of the rationale for the manufacturer’s latest supply chain move, which promises to have substantial effects on the way retail gets done.

Noting that people increasingly purchase the consumer goods that it manufactures online (e.g., diapers, detergent, paper towels), P&G is seeking to enhance its direct-to-consumer online sales. Rather than adding shampoo to a repeat purchase list on Amazon, P&G hopes to convince consumers to buy directly from it, the manufacturer.

In so doing, it could increase its own margins, because it would not need to share the revenue with the retailer. In addition, it likely could undercut any retailer on price, because it would not need to maintain retail stores. Considering the long-standing, close relationship between P&G and Walmart, such moves might make for some awkward strategy meetings in the near future.

The move also requires P&G to build some new infrastructure, including fulfillment centers located strategically throughout the country, so that it can be sure to get the products into customers’ homes as quickly as Amazon or Walmart.com promises to do. It already has started building an $89 million distribution center outside of Dayton, Ohio.

Discussion Questions:

Why has P&G decided to sell direct to consumers?

*By selling direct to customers who are already ordering its products online, P&G can essentially cut out the retail middleman and earn more profits for itself.*

If you were Walmart, what would you do about it? Would your answer be any different if you owned a small regional grocery store chain?

*Walmart likely has some leverage, because of its long relationship with P&G and its massive buying power. At the same time, P&G has so many products that it isn’t as if Walmart can realistically threaten to stop selling these items in stores. Walmart might need to get creative to find new ways to maintain the partnership. For a small chain, there is little it can do; it lacks the negotiation power to make P&G do anything. These grocers will need to try to attract customers using other tactics, rather than basing their promise on price.*
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Are These Retail Stores Going Extinct?

Daphne Howland, Retail Dive, October 13, 2014

Use with Chapter 5, “Types of Retailers”

As consumption trends shift, there are always winners and losers. When people stopped wearing formal hats, most hatteries and milliners went out of business, for example. We might similarly predict some likely closures, based on recent trends. But some of these predictions might be premature, or inaccurate, in ringing the death knell for an entire industry of retailers.

Consider tobacco shops as an example. Their long-term survival comes more and more into question as smoking rates decrease. However, the decreases in smoking rates are occurring simultaneously with decisions by drug stores, such as CVS, to stop selling tobacco. Thus for small, independent shops, the trends might turn out to be a boon. In the smaller market, they will be the only ones left selling cigarettes, and they can also leverage their market to sell more e-cigarettes and other innovations to consumers who insist on their right to smoke.

Similarly, independent record stores and book stores, if they can hang on to survive the shakeout of their industries, might be well positioned to succeed in the long run. As major chains in both sectors have closed down, local stores can appeal to fans who still love the sound of vinyl or appreciate the recommendations of the neighborhood bookseller. For these retailers, the movement to encourage people to “shop local” also provides a strong form of support. They can help consumers feel more virtuous, just by remaining open and helping shoppers justify their purchases as a tactic to support their local economy.

As these examples suggest, it can be tempting to rely on trends to predict survival rates, but it also can be inaccurate. When people’s tastes change, some retailers will go out of business. But if a seller of a particular product can adjust and appeal to buyers’ nostalgia, sense of identity, or moral drives, it might find itself in an even better position than it was when its products were more widely popular.

Discussion Question:

What types of retailers do you believe will go extinct in the next five years or so?

That’s hard to predict. However, one likely candidate for extinction is retail service providers that repair equipment or technology products, such as stereos or televisions. As the technology lifecycle keeps speeding up, consumers are far more likely to replace a broken item, rather than paying to have it repaired.
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U.S. Officials Chase Counterfeit Goods Online


Use with Chapter 13, “Buying Merchandise”

With a nice web design and a few pictures sourced from other sites, online counterfeiters are able to convince many buyers that the products they sell are branded items, even though what the shoppers ultimately receive are fakes. Whether the shoppers are aware of the counterfeit and happy to have a low priced option or unwitting dupes, the market is expanding to include innumerable online sellers.

Rather than setting up a card table on a city corner, sellers of fake handbags and boots can promise high quality. Because online buyers lack the ability to feel and inspect the items, it is far easier to fool those who think they are getting a Gucci purse or UGG boots. Instead, they receive less expensive versions, usually produced in questionably safe factories in Asia.

Previously, counterfeit products shipped from factories to U.S. sellers had to come through customs, so U.S. law enforcement agencies halted and searched the shipments at the borders and docks. But with online ordering, the individual shipments move directly from the seller to the customer, making it virtually impossible for U.S. Customs to check each package. Still, Customs continues to coordinate its efforts with various law enforcement agencies, and in the past three years, it has intercepted approximately $1 billion in counterfeit goods annually.

For brands that realize that law enforcement is outmanned, other options appear necessary. For example, UGG boots provides a link on its brand site, which shoppers can use to check whether the website from which they are buying the fuzzy shoes is an authorized retailer. If not, they know they are likely dealing with a fake.

Discussion Questions:

What is counterfeit merchandise?

Counterfeit merchandise refers to products made to resemble branded goods but produced by another actor, usually in low cost settings.

How have counterfeiters altered their supply chain in recent years?

Counterfeiters have made much greater use of the Internet, such that they ship the counterfeit items directly to individual customers instead of providing a seller with a large shipment of many items.

How has this changed supply chain affected counterfeiters’ ability to sell their merchandise?

In many ways, the new supply chain makes it much easier for counterfeiters: They can avoid Customs reviews, fool customers more easily by using fake pictures on their websites, and sell to people all over the world.

What can be done to stem the tide of counterfeit merchandise?

Because it would be virtually impossible for law enforcement to check every package, efforts to stem counterfeit merchandise likely need to rely on cooperation between brands and consumers. Brands need to make it clear where their items are available; customers need to take responsibility to avoid buying fake goods.
Will Cross-Gender Stores Mean More for Lululemon or Nike?

Matthew Stern, Retail Wire, December 18, 2014
Use with Chapter 5, “Retail Market Strategy”

Whereas the primary target markets for Nike and Lululemon have thus far been relatively distinct, moves by each company suggest that each of these brands is seeking to expand its reach and maybe even attract the members of the other’s market.

Although Nike has produced and sold women’s athletic gear nearly since its start, its main focus in its marketing and retailing operations has been on men, as evidenced by the star athlete names most closely associated with it: Jordan, James, Jackson (as in Michael, LeBron, and Bo, respectively). In contrast, in its relatively shorter history, Lululemon has almost exclusively targeted women with comfortable yoga-type wear and “altheleisure” clothing.

But Nike has opened two women’s only retail stores in recent months, evidently to compete more effectively with Under Armour, another broad athletic brand that has enjoyed great success with its marketing appeals to women. Around the same time, Lululemon opened its first exclusively menswear store.

Whereas the competition for athletic women’s dollars is tough for Nike, the spread of Lululemon into the men’s yoga market is virtually unprecedented. If it can convince men that shopping for leggings and yoga pants is sufficiently masculine, it would be alone in the arena, whereas Nike would still be battling Under Armour and all the other actors that seek to offer broad athletic product lines to men and women.

Discussion Question:

Which faces a bigger challenge: Lululemon targeting men or Nike targeting women?

a. Nike targeting women, because the competition is greater. Lots of companies want to sell athletic clothing to women; Nike will have a tough time setting itself apart.

b. Lululemon targeting men, because it must overcome gender-biased attitudes, such that “manly men” might not want to be seen shopping in a “women’s” store.
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Four In-Store Trends Marketers Can’t Ignore in 2015

Gary Lee, Chain Store Age, December 17, 2014
Use with Chapter 1, “Introduction to the World of Retailing,” and Chapter 5, “Retail Market Strategy”

Noting the shifting balance of power, from brands and retailers toward consumers, at least one observer thinks there are four things that traditional retailers need to be doing to keep those powerful customers happy.

First, stores need to become social spaces, because as social media has grown, it has encouraged consumers to expect personalized, experience-related, valuable offerings, whether in stores or at home. Therefore, the best brick-and-mortar retailers actually should become hybrid forms, integrating their social media efforts with their store environments. For example, Nordstrom leverages its vast presence on Pinterest by highlighting the “most pinned” items in stores, using massive, bright red Pinterest logos. Thus customers can quickly find the ideal handbag they saw online as they walk through this social media–enhanced store.

Second, digital should be a part of the store environment in other ways too. By providing immersive digital experiences, supported by radio frequency identification (RFID), augmented reality, beacons, and kiosks, retailers can give consumers unique and valuable interactions. For example, at GameStop, augmented reality enables shoppers to interact with virtual video game characters in stores. For people browsing through adidas storefronts, RFID throughout the stores gives the shoppers in fitting rooms additional ideas to match the items they brought in with them, as well as enable them to add products to virtual shopping carts by scanning them with their mobile phones. Representing a sort of reverse application of this trend, eBay’s smart store connects mobile app users with the store, through interactive mirrors, such that it leverages the convenience of online shopping for in-store customers.

Third, in addition to allowing customers to scan items into virtual shopping carts, modern technology grants them new ways to complete their purchases, such as through Apple Pay and CurrentC. Such service providers appear likely to account for increasing sales, and successful retailers will need to recognize that their traditional credit card readers will not be sufficient for much longer.

Fourth and finally, smart retailers will leverage all these digital touchpoints to gather appropriate data that grant them in-depth insights into consumer preferences and behaviors. Brick-and-mortar retailers might enjoy an advantage over online sellers if they can develop tracking and targeted consumer research methods that help them determine exactly how, where, and when consumers move through their stores. Such information likely will reveal why shoppers buy the items they do. These consumer data can inform inventory planning, leading to greater accuracy and fewer stockouts. They can suggest effective merchandising decisions. And they can support the use of a new, effective metric for measuring customer value, namely, cost per visit.

Discussion Question:

What technological trends should retailers be considering for their stores in the near future?

The key technological trends involve the integration of digital tools into physical stores. Digital and mobile technologies will change the way people shop, make purchase decisions, and complete their purchase. Therefore, retailers need to be ahead of the curve, anticipate shoppers’ uses, and establish tools to support these technologies now.
In its efforts to remain relevant and exciting to consumers, especially younger shoppers, Macy’s has adopted multiple in-store technologies that seek to help customers find the items they want, design fashionable outfits, pay more easily, receive discounts, and even have their purchases delivered if they so choose.

For example, with large, Look Book displays, consumers interact with a sort of digital catalog in the store, finding fashionable ideas, ways to extend their existing wardrobes, and images from forward-thinking fashion icons. Touching the screen enables them to check the availability of various colors and sizes, as well as receive more detailed information about items that are of interest.

The POP terminals in Macy’s stores similarly are touchscreens that provide extensive inventory information, though they are more functional than fashionable in their focus. The smaller kiosks indicate which colors and styles are available, as well as identifying which items have prompted the most Facebook likes or customer favorite rankings.

When it comes time to pay, Macy’s is working to make the process easier and quicker by installing Apple Pay capabilities throughout its network of stores. As one of the earliest adopters of this new technology, Macy’s is seeking to appeal to Apple fans who love to use their iPhones for nearly everything.

With Macy’s Wallet and the Shopkick app, customers have two methods to receive coupons and special offers. Once downloaded, the app requires people to opt in, and then, as they enter a Macy’s store, reminds them to open it so that they can receive personalized notifications. It tracks their movements through the store, so that a shopper in the outwear department receives a discount offer on gloves rather than cosmetics, for example. The Macy’s Wallet program is similar, except that it is unique to this retailer and links to consumers’ loyalty cards. A shopper who has earned a percentage off offer, on the basis of her or his prior purchases, thus no longer needs to worry about forgetting and leaving the paper coupon at home rather than bringing it on the current shopping trip.

Finally, using a crowdsourced delivery service called Deliv, Macy’s offers customers the option of making their purchases in the store, then having them delivered to their homes, such that they no longer have to lug heavy packages through the mall.

Some of these innovations have spread more widely than others. For example, Apple Pay will soon be available in all Macy’s stores, but Deliv provides delivery service in just eight major markets.

Discussion Questions:

What technologies is Macy’s using to enhance its customers’ experience?
With a variety of technologies, Macy’s seeks to help customers enjoy the entire shopping experience, from browsing to receiving the items. For example, its in-store touchpads help consumers find inspiration and the exact fashions they like; its discount apps and loyalty programs give them ready access to discounts and exciting sales offers.

Which of these technologies would you be most likely to use? Which would you be least likely to use? Why?
I will likely use Apple Pay. I already like using my phone to perform lots of functions, so this one is a no brainer for me. But I have a pretty good idea of my own fashion sense, so I can’t really imagine standing in a store, paging through the digital Look Book.
In addition to the beacon technology, such as Apple’s iBeacon, that enables retailers to locate, track, and interact with shoppers as they move through stores, the latest development in geolocation relies on social media information to make appropriate recommendations to customers. Specifically, the technology embedded in the Flayr service uses reviews and ratings issued by members of a consumer’s social network, combines them with the user’s own personal information, and produces suggestions of things the person might like, as well as convenient places to buy them.

This extension of geolocation technology creates two main benefits for retailers and consumers. First, it makes push marketing efforts more pertinent and timely. Rather than annoying shoppers with unappealing discounts for products that appear unrelated to their lifestyles, Flayr can determine whether each person prefers water or snow skiing—based on vacation pictures posted to social media or hotel bookings—and provide offers accordingly.

Second, consumers walking by a particular store see not what the retailer wants to sell them but rather what their friends think they should buy, according to their tastes, preferences, and reviews. Thus the offers should be better aligned with the tastes of not just the consumer but also his or her reference group and influential others. The virtual shop window provided by Flayr also allows consumers to bring up the recommendations later, after they get home for example, and make their purchases then, when they have the leisure to do so, rather than having to do it on their lunch hour trip to the mall, for example.

Such capabilities, if leveraged effectively and appropriately, seemingly could give even Amazon’s remarkably accurate recommendation algorithm a run for its money.

**Discussion Question:**

What geolocation models are being implemented by retailers to encourage purchases while customers are near or in their stores?

*In addition to iBeacon, retailers that use Flayr can gain access to shoppers’ social media links and thereby personalize their offers according to what the person has shared with his or her social network, as well as what that network has revealed in terms of its normative preferences.*
What Personalized Data Delivers the Biggest ROI for Retailers?

Marketing Charts Staff, Retail Wire, December 8, 2014
Use with Chapter 4, “Customer Buying Behavior”

Unfortunately, it appears that the most widely used segmentation methods are not the ones that provide the greatest return on investment (ROI). Even as technological advances make it increasingly possible to segment consumers on the basis of their behaviors and purchases, many retailers continue to rely on traditional—and not especially effective—measures.

Specifically, most retailers still gather and implement demographic data about their customers, such as their ages, genders, and locations. Yet the returns on personalizing marketing offers on the basis of such demographic information are not especially promising. Instead, according to a survey of more than 700 experts, the best returns can be gained from segmenting and personalizing offers on the basis of people’s prior purchase histories. Expressed preferences and online behaviors appear nearly as effective.

Yet despite these beliefs about the most appropriate methods for segmentation and personalization, few retailers are implementing them. For example, less than one-quarter of the survey participants offer personalized search results, even though evidence indicates that such personalization has a substantial impact on the conversion rates from search engine results.

Discussion Questions

What are the traditional approaches used by retailers to segment customers?
Traditional segmentation approaches include dividing customers by their geographical location, demographic traits, lifestyles, benefits, or buying situation, or some combination thereof.

What approach might be more effective than the traditional ones?
According to the experts interviewed for this article, people’s prior purchase histories provide a better basis for segmentation. Thus a shoe retailer for example might divide potential consumers into those who previously have bought men’s shoes on sale, those who have bought children’s shoes at full price, those who have never bought any shoes, and so on.
When we talk about the shifting face of retail, we often refer to Amazon and the massive effects it has had on the ways people buy and the ways retailers supply. Such influence can sometimes make it seem as if Amazon is unbeatable—a game changer that has re-imagined the retail landscape in its own image, such that no other company could come close to competing with it. Although there might be some validity to that status when it comes to certain products, such as the books, both physical and electronic, that were among its first sales, it appears less and less true in some of the product categories into which Amazon has extended more recently.

For example, in the grocery sector, a wealth of smaller, locally oriented delivery services are seeking to undercut Amazon’s advantages by delivering ordered items more quickly, at a similar price, from a local store owner. Postmates couriers in 18 U.S. cities run out to pick up toiletries, groceries, and convenience products for local customers. As the service integrates its systems with those of the small retailers, it helps them gain an unprecedented level of logistical sophistication that enables the small companies to compete with their larger counterparts, to include even Amazon.

Instacart focuses specifically on groceries and allows shoppers to choose from a range of small and large, local stores from which to receive their deliveries. By starting with groceries, the company asserts that it has already succeeded in the toughest supply chain—“Once you know how to pick avocados, picking towels is a lot easier,” its founder explains. Furthermore, Instacart makes sure that its retailer partners consider it a collaborator, rather than a competitor. Small grocers enjoy sales increases of around 10 percent, and according to one specialty grocer, approximately half of the Instacart orders are from people who would not have shopped at the store otherwise.

In other areas, Amazon suffered a well-publicized failure in its attempt to introduce the Fire Phone, and some investors have begun to question whether it is spending too heavily, without providing enough returns. Moreover, its fights with authors whose books were strategically removed from the site put Amazon in the position of the big bad wolf. If local retailers can paint themselves as the more appealing characters in the tale, they may attract consumers’ sympathies, and their shopping dollars.

Discussion Questions

What new firms are customers using instead of Amazon, and what do they do?

Customers are turning to local delivery services, such as Instacart and Postmates, to order items online but receive deliveries from local businesses instead of from Amazon’s central warehouse.

What do these firms have in common, and how do their operations chip away at Amazon’s sustainable competitive advantage?

The firms can claim to benefit local businesses. In addition, because of their local sourcing, they can deliver items even more quickly than Amazon, sometimes within just hours of the customer’s order.

If you were able to get the same merchandise at the same price from Amazon or one of these firms, which would you use? Why?

The local one! I like to feel as if I am supporting my local economy. If the prices really were the same, why would I keep shopping at Amazon?

Amazon! I mean, I’ve been shopping there for years. A lot of my frequent purchases are saved in its system, and it always recommends interesting alternatives to me. I would hate to lose that relationship.
Why Luxury Retailers Should Watch Whole Foods’ New Loyalty Rewards Pilot

Fred Thompson, Luxury Daily, December 8, 2014

Use with Chapter 11, “Customer Relationship Management”

Many grocery retailers maintain loyalty programs that offer discounts on certain items or cash back on related fuel purchases. But these programs—nearly identical in their structure and offers, providing undifferentiated discounts and benefits—often cost more to manage than they benefit the store in increased revenues. Research shows that they fail to achieve their basic, named objective, that is, to make customers more loyal. In turn, several chains have announced plans to do away with their loyalty programs and instead rely on the promise of an everyday low price approach to attract buyers.

Whole Foods has always been a little distinct from other grocers though, and its perspective on loyalty programs is no different. While others are shutting down or scaling back their programs, Whole Foods has just initiated its first program, though currently only as a pilot program. The rationale for launching the program may not seem surprising. As more competitors consider the benefits of stocking local produce or organic options, the competitive advantages that enabled Whole Foods to charge price premiums have started to collapse. Thus, it has needed to take steps to retain its competitive position.

With the introduction of its loyalty program, Whole Foods is looking to establish a new means to differentiate itself and justify its price points. The loyalty program goes well beyond coupons or free gifts. Instead, it features personalized rewards based on each shopper’s purchase history, including experience-based rewards. For example, it might offer meetings with a nutritionist to a shopper who prefers low calorie options or cooking classes with the sushi chef to a loyal buyer who buys raw fish once a week.

The program members can register their purchases by handing their identification card to the clerk or by downloading and using the mobile app. Both channels will integrate seamlessly with Apple Pay, reflecting Whole Foods’ predictions about the expansion of that convenient payment method.

Discussion Questions:

What is lacking in the typical grocery retailer’s loyalty program?
In a word, differentiation. Most grocers’ programs offer nearly identical benefits.

How will Whole Foods new program correct these deficiencies?
Because the program is focused on differentiation, it should help Whole Foods set itself further apart from its competitors, such as by offering experiences that are not available in any other chain. In addition, by making the rewards personalized to each shopper, it likely will offer more valuable rewards to truly loyal customers.
Online Pricing Is Secretly Discriminatory

Tom Ryan, Retail Wire, October 27, 2014

Price discrimination sounds terrible, but it is ubiquitous in practice, in the form of coupons, senior discounts, and early bird specials. For online shoppers, similar forms of price discrimination are widespread, and they likely are perfectly legal. However, because they are not transparent, they raise some ethical questions. A recent study showed that identical searches for retail and travel products—conducted on mobile devices, computers cleared of all cookies, and computers that had not been so cleared—often returned different prices and results. For example, both Home Depot and Travelocity listed different prices when the search came from a mobile device versus a personal computer. Some travel sites offered discounts to “members,” whereas others listed different hotels at the top of their recommendation lists, depending on the cookies on the user’s computer. The lack of transparency online is compounded because many sites allow the algorithms they use to determine the price to change frequently, depending on factors that remain hidden to consumers.

Omni-Channel Behaviors May Ebb and Flow

Steve Smith, Marketing Insider, October 24, 2014

By definition, trends are temporary. They may be long-lasting, but they slow, halt, or even reverse at some point. Thus the widely touted trend in which all consumers were predicted to move to digital shopping methods is prompting some questions, as shoppers find the balance of channels that work best for them. In 2013, more than one-third of consumers used their advanced smartphones to check for better deals while in stores, but such “showrooming” tendencies have fallen since then. Similarly, even as people still order online, fewer of them are doing it through their computers. Instead, online shopping through mobile devices accounts for approximately one-quarter of all shopping activity. Even though the trends thus are difficult to predict or maintain, some lessons emerge for retailers. In particular, the vast variety of consumers in the market like to use different channels, so retailers need to strategize and consider how to ensure their content appeals to all these consumers, in a variety of settings. For example, more people might be buying through their mobile devices, but some of them might be standing in a store and holding in their hand the same item that they are buying online, whereas others might be browsing distractedly on their tablet while watching television. Across channels and situations, trends are always fluid.

Will Customer Satisfaction Monitors Inspire or Irritate Staffs?

Steve Rowen, Retail Wire, November 4, 2014

A seemingly simple technological tool holds promise for helping retailers greatly improve their customer service provision. The “Happy or Not” customer satisfaction measurement tool looks like a basic, black stand, with four buttons depicting simple cartoon faces that indicate varying degrees of happiness. Immediately after a service encounter, customers are encouraged to push one of the buttons, indicating how satisfied they are—a big smile, a big frown, or somewhere in between. Because the employees see the results immediately, they have a strong incentive to exhibit greater friendliness and assistance. Who wants to receive a frowny face from an unhappy customer? Although retailers might gather the data over time, to inform their longer-term performance appraisals, the immediate feedback can offer a compelling motivation to customer service employees to strive their hardest, for the simple reward of a customer who selects a happy face.
The “Best Performing” CEOs in the World  
*Kelsey Lindsey, Retail Dive, October 24, 2014*

Researchers from *Harvard Business Review* used metrics such as shareholder returns and market capitalization to derive a list of the top 100 CEOs worldwide. Eight of these stellar leaders represent retail firms—including the very top spot on the overall list, which went to Jeff Bezos of Amazon. In addition, some close competitors both made the top 100 list, such as Michael Balmuth of Ross Stores and Carol Mayrowitz of TJX, which runs the TJMaxx and Marshalls chains. For these retailers, their growth and expansion stems largely from their savvy appeal to price-conscious shoppers. For Blake Nordstrom, heading his family’s eponymous retail chain, and Michael Kowalaski of Tiffany & Co., the strength of their leadership instead involves leveraging their valuable, high-end brands. Finally, the list includes leaders from around the world, such as Tadashi Yanai, who is working to introduce Uniqlo, the top brand in the Fast Retailing portfolio, into more countries, including the United States.

Making Fewer Trips, Shoppers Buying Food in Stranger Places  
*Sarah Mahoney, MediaPost, October 22, 2014*

In a market that hosts literally thousands of purchase paths, the notion of an “average” consumer household no longer exists. Instead, most consumers buy supplies for their households through a diverse and sometimes seemingly confusing range of supply channels; 80 percent of them visit at least three stores to complete all their grocery shopping. Dog food is a huge seller online; frozen food items are big at dollar stores; and drug stores sell a remarkable amount of wine. Although determining why consumers make these purchasing choices is of interest, for retailers, the key recommendation is to recognize that they must provide a broad-based range of valuable offerings and remain agile enough to shift their practices to meet customers’ needs.

Dollar Tree Racks Up Safety Violations  

In just 12 months, the discount retailer Dollar Tree was cited 48 times for unsafe working conditions in its stores—a remarkably high rate that led to fines of $866,000 in total. Usually in response to complaints from workers, the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) has inspected stores and found unstable stacks of cartons, blocked exits, and exposed electrical panels. Furthermore, an OSHA review of Dollar Tree’s workers’ compensation reports indicated that many employee injuries resulted from such unsafe conditions. Dollar Tree is contesting the fines, claiming that none of the violations were very serious. However, considering the tight cost pressures that the retailer imposes, many stores are often understaffed, such that the few employees on duty might be forced to leave half-unpacked containers sitting in the aisle so that they can serve customers. According to some workers, managers are unsympathetic to complaints of dangerous conditions, telling employees that the corporation requires such circumstances, if they want to keep their jobs.

Americans Are Unhappy with Loyalty Program Rewards  
*Colloquy Staffers, Retail Wire, October 14, 2014*

When it comes to loyalty programs, U.S. consumers join many but like very few of them. More than half of consumers surveyed indicated that they were dissatisfied with the loyalty programs to which they belonged, mostly because they found the rewards themselves unappealing, considered the redemption process too frustrating, or experienced constraints on their ability to redeem points they had earned. Although many consumers indicated that they
purchased more after they enrolled in a loyalty program, they also noted their likelihood to be more satisfied if the rewards were better. In particular, 93 percent of them called the type of reward critical to their decision to join a program, and more than half noted that they liked tickets to events, such as concerts or sports, better than travel rewards, such as airline upgrades. Rewarding consumers with a fun experience thus might be the key to loyalty program success.

Amazon Is Testing Taxis for Deliveries

Although not exactly a state secret, Amazon’s experiment with taxi-based deliveries of products also was not widely reported. Until the retailer determines if the process will work, it appears likely to remain a limited market test. But this fall, Amazon relied on a mobile app by Flywheel Software to summon taxicabs to distribution centers in Los Angeles and San Francisco. It loaded the cabs with around 10 packages that were going to the same ZIP code, paying them $5 per package if it arrived at the destination within an hour. Most deliveries took place early in the morning, when demand for taxis was relatively lower (and when competitors were less likely to notice). The taxicab option might enable Amazon to provide even faster delivery than it currently provides, including same-day service. It also might lower costs for shipping, which rose dramatically to 8.9 percent of Amazon’s sales last year.

Newest Workers for Lowe’s: Robots

According to a robotics association, more than 400 robots currently work in museums and exhibitions, helping guide visitors to particular displays. Lowe’s is no museum, but its vast store spaces can sometimes seem overwhelming, leading the retailer to experiment with an OSHbot. The 5-foot robot greets shoppers as they enter the store and asks them, in English or Spanish, if they need help. It features two screens: one that allows do-it-yourselfers to engage in discussions with experts, and another that presents special offers, linked to displays that the shopper is passing while moving through the store. OSHbot also has scanning capabilities so that customers can check the price or color options for any particular item. Although only two OSHbots have moved off the production line, and two more are being completed, Lowe’s anticipates that home improvement customers of the future will receive much of their service from the helpful, pleasant robot assistants.

Ralph Lauren Uses Interactive Windows to Launch Line at Harrods
Sarah Jones, Luxury Daily, November 3, 2014

When London shoppers stroll by the storied Harrods Department Store this fall, they found 15 windows decked out in Ralph Lauren apparel and accessories. But next to the fancy clothes appeared near field communication (NFC) and quick response (QR) codes that the window shoppers could scan with their smartphones. The resulting links showed them a map, specifying where in the massive store they could find the new Ralph Lauren collections. If the store happened to be closed, the links instead took them to the Ralph Lauren mobile site, so they could still access the new collections. Both the retailer and the manufacturer in turn gained detailed data about how many consumers scan, and which items, and then how many of them made purchases either in the store or online.

7 Innovators that Changed Retail Forever
David Rekuc, Entrepreneur Magazine, January 2015

With the ready acknowledgment that sometimes the driving forces behind new innovations in the retail sector are not necessarily the first ones to introduce them, Entrepreneur Magazine has come up with a list of seven retail firms, and their founders, that transformed the field. Spanning centuries, the list includes Wannamaker’s (founded by John Wannakamer in 1887), which pushed forward the concept of department stores, and Sears (Richard Warren Sears, 1888) with its ubiquitous and remarkably successful catalog. It also notes the birth of retail outlets in 1936 by Morris B. Anderson (with the explanation that the term “factory outlet”
exists because originally, manufacturing firms sold their mistakes and extra runs at a discount only to the workers in their factories and the emergence of Walmart (Sam Walton, 1962). More recent entrants to the list include Amazon (Jeff Bezos, 1994) and eBay (Pierre Omidyar, 1995). Apple (Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak, 1976) also appears—not in its traditionally innovative role as a product developer but instead under the guise of redefining how consumers buy digital goods through its iTunes service and the expansion of the cloud.

**The Best Place to Work in Retail Is...**

*George Anderson, Retail Wire, December 12, 2014*

An annual poll of workers, asking their impressions about the best employers, included six retailers in 2014: H-E-B, In-And-Out Burger, QuikTrip, Apple, Costco, and Wegmans. The first and last entrants are regional grocery store chains. The others—a regional fast-food company, a national convenience store, a national warehouse club, and one of the best known brands in the world—demonstrate the vast range embodied by the label “retailers.” In each case, a significant majority of the people who work for the company approve of the CEOs and would recommend the employer to a friend, suggesting that good retail jobs are available in a range of categories.

**Retailers Bet on ‘Omnichannel’ Strategy to Fill Online Orders from Store Shelves**


National retail chains such as Walmart, Macy’s, and Target built their operations for a retail landscape in which customers from all over would visit their local store, so all the retailer needed to worry about was getting products onto shelves at the right time. But modern consumers are just as happy to stay put and have products delivered to their doors. To compete for these shoppers, the traditional retail chains are seeking ways to enhance their delivery systems to far-flung homes, even though their organizations were founded with a structure based around a centralized distribution system. Workers in stores take responsibility to receive online orders, pick the necessary items from store shelves, package them, and send them off to customers. The time demands create significant concerns about efficiency; when Macy’s added delivery services in 2012, it quickly came to understand that store clerks could not both help customers in the store and pack items for shipping during the same shift. Therefore, it assigned the order fulfillment process to merchandising teams that restock the stores before they open. At Walmart, the “ship-from-store” teams seek to transform the company’s 83 Supercenters into multiuse sites that function as a sort of distribution center for individual consumers. The ship-from-store workers perform their functions during store hours, and even though their first responsibility is not the in-store customers, Walmart still requires that they stop their activities and help any customer who approaches them for help. As these examples show, the store delivery model remains far less efficient than that achieved by pure online retailers such as Amazon. However, the various retailers promise that these experiments are just starting and will continue to improve as they find new ways to get an ordered item from a store shelf to a customer’s mailbox.

**The Price Is (No Longer) Right: Retail’s Big Game**

*Krystina Gustafson, CNBC.com, December 11, 2014*

The rules about pricing in different channels simply do not hold anymore. Whereas once, consumers assumed they would always get a lower price online, modern retailers have grown so sophisticated in their dynamic pricing practices that there is virtually no guarantee of a low price in any specific channel. The most dynamic online pricers—Amazon and Sears among them—change the prices they charge on a daily basis, for nearly 20 percent of their total assortment. A recent promotion by Sears promised in-store buyers a Nakamichi speaker for $199, with $100 in loyalty points; the same speaker on Sears.com was $299, with no loyalty points. Furthermore, the rate at which retailers adjust their prices jumps even higher during particularly busy shopping times (e.g., holidays, back-to-school) and for more popular items (e.g., a *Frozen* Elsa doll). In contrast, the least dynamic pricers, such as Staples and Apple, rarely change the prices listed on their websites, and somewhere in the middle, Walmart shifts prices on about 7 percent of its assortment each day. Studies also reveal that the gap between the highest and lowest prices charged for a particular item can reach up to 50 percent of the product price.
In their continued efforts to compete more effectively with online retailers, brick-and-mortar sellers are pursuing new experimental data that enable them to determine how, when, and where customers move. In particular, a newly introduced software tool by Prayas Analytics promises to help reduce lost sales when impatient customers give up waiting in line and leave without purchasing anything. For one coffee shop for example, Prayas revealed that during peak hours, wait times increased by 54 percent—and abandonment rates jumped by 34 percent. To make these determinations, the software relies on existing surveillance data, gathered by the retailers’ security cameras. Automated analytics use the video data to quantify when a customer enters, where in the store he or she moves, and how long that person is in line. In addition, manual coding efforts confirm the results and assess any potential outliers or variations in the video data. Beyond customer abandonment, the software promises to improve labor scheduling tasks and customer engagement. Retailers can experiment with different staffing patterns or locations for sales clerks, then review the outcomes for customer movement and purchases, nearly in real time. The goal, according to one of the company’s founders, is “to give retailers the ability to understand things that they couldn’t see or understand just by looking at the raw data.”